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Springer Tails
Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue is a volunteer-based 501(c)(3) animal welfare organization
dedicated to rescuing and re-homing English Springer Spaniels through
rescue, rehabilitation, training, humane education, and community outreach.

The New Jersey Springerfest
MAXINE FOX

T

certificates and small gifts,
which was a very nice addition
to the day. There are so many
people that volunteer with
MAESSR in so many ways!

he first Springerfest of
the season was a huge
success, thanks to Christine Lee and Jen Whitehouse
and their husbands, Jim Vezina
and Glenn Whitehouse. This
year, the New Jersey event was
held on May 5 at the Mercer
County West Park picnic area.
The park, which is spacious
and scenic, was chosen because
it’s close to major highways
and dog-friendly hotels, has
a newly constructed pavilion,
and plenty of picnic table
seating. Rental price is a factor in deciding where to have
a Springerfest. Since I am a
local resident, the fees are 50
percent lower, which certainly
helps MAESSR. Food is an important part of any picnic, and
this year Jersey Mike’s provided
a variety of fresh sandwiches,
plus salads and desserts. Everything was delicious!

One of Jen Whitehouse’s
talents is leading groups. This
comes naturally to her, as she
is a teacher by profession. She
carefully planned games for
our two-legged and four-legged
guests—games such as musical hoops, best sits, and food
toss—all designed to be fun
but with little skill required.
This year, everyone was mingling and having so much fun
that just a few games were
played. Jen also monitored the
flow of the picnic’s agenda and
helped to keep everything on
track.

The tricky tray raffle was a big
highlight of the day. Participants donated individual items
or baskets that could be bid
on, and some healthy, friendly
Without a doubt, volunteers
competition followed. This
are the key to any successyear’s raffle included many
ful event, and the year’s first
desirable Springer-related items
Springerfest was no exception.
like Springer statues and paintSince Christine Lee is a great
ings. One MAESSR fundraiser
planner and organizer, she
that always generates interest
took the initiative in rallying
is the 50/50 raffle. As always,
volunteers. Sharon Ferguson, a
the Marketplace is another
new volunteer, used the online
highlight, thanks to Vicki Philtool called Sign Up Genius, which ensured that all needed roles
lips.
New
items
like
mugs
and
mailboxes
were very popular as
were filled. MAESSR never has a shortage of volunteers, as there’s
well
as
dog
toys
and
clothing.
someone always willing to lend a paw, That’s part of what makes
this such a great organization.
A BIG THANK YOU to all who came, especially to those who
drove up all the way from Virginia, and another BIG THANK YOU
This year, in recognition of MAESSR’s 20th year in operation,
for everyone’s love of Springers!
board members formally recognized volunteers by giving them
www.maessr.org
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Who’s That Board Member? Misty Peal!

M

LINDA JOHNSTON

isty Peal of Charleston, West Virginia,
has been involved with MAESSR for
more than 15 years. Prior to joining
the MAESSR Board almost three years ago, she
helped our organization by fostering, interviewing prospective adopters, serving as an
in-taker, and being part of the transport team.
Misty grew up in a household of Springer lovers and has had three Springers of her own.
Currently, she shares her home with two cats,
Lizzy and Birki, a Russian Blue and a Manx. Her
boyfriend, Derrick, recently lost Herman, his
beloved Basset hound.

Law. She’s currently employed by the State of
West Virginia and is a licensed attorney specializing in advocacy, compliance, negotiations,
policy analysis, and grassroots organizing. She
also is an experienced privacy officer and government relations professional who has worked
with nonprofit and governmental organizations.

Misty, who is originally from Princeton, West
Virginia, is a graduate of West Virginia University’s College of

Although Misty does not have a Springer at the
moment on account of her long work hours,
adding a dog to her household is definitely on
her wish list. She says that MAESSR volunteers,
whom she characterizes as caring, selfless, and
enthusiastic, do whatever it takes to get each
Springer a safe, healthy, happy, loving home. We
all can be grateful that Misty Peal is part of the MAESSR family.

Finding Ticks and Removing Them Safely
DEE PICCININI

A

lthough ticks are small, they can carry a number of debilitating diseases and can be one of our dogs’ most deadly
enemies. It’s necessary to use a preventative treatment
on a regular basis, but it’s also important to check our pets
for ticks every day, especially if they have been in a grassy or
wooded area. Ticks are common in the Mid-Atlantic states, but
they can be found throughout the continental U.S.
Ticks feed on blood until they become engorged. As disgusting
as that sounds, when one of them bites your dog, it can pass on
serious illnesses like Lyme Disease and Rocky Mountain Spotted
Fever. Both of these diseases can cause stiffness, joint pain, and
other health problems. It takes
a tick anywhere from three to
24 hours of feeding to infect
an animal. However, if you
know how to find and remove
a tick early in the process, you
can lower the chances of your
dog getting sick! You can also
make sure your dog doesn’t
bring a tick into your home,
where it could attach itself to
you and make you sick. Ahead
of time, make sure that you
have a pair of latex gloves, an
antibiotic ointment or antiseptic liquid, a pair of tweezers or
a tick removal tool (available
at pet stores), some rubbing
alcohol, and a container you
can close tightly.

Checking for ticks and removing them safely
As soon as your dog enters the house, run your fingers through
the fur and press gently, feeling for any bumps on the skin. If
you find a bump, no matter how small, part the fur so that you
can see the skin. Ticks can be brown, black, or grayish-brown.
Young ticks can be tiny, like a little dark speck, but an engorged tick can be almost as large as a grape. You may only see
its body, although usually the legs are visible. Don’t forget to
check your dog’s feet, including the space between the toes and
the paw pads, and also the armpits. Be sure to look inside the
ears and around the face and neck.

www.maessr.org
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Finding Ticks and Removing Them Safely

New Volunteers

O

continued from page 2

LINDA JOHNSTON

ur MAESSR volunteers come from locations that we
service all along the Mid-Atlantic Region, including New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia, Delaware, and West Virginia. We also have volunteers in South Carolina, North Carolina, Arizona, Minnesota,
Alabama, Tennessee, and New York, who, despite their remote
locations, are able to assist our organization in accomplishing
its mission.
If you are interested in learning more about volunteer opportunities, please contact our Volunteer Coordinator, Linda
Johnston, at springerlove@comcast.net, or simply complete
the online volunteer application on our website.

If you find a tick on your dog, slip on your latex gloves and
then use your tweezers to grab it as close to the skin as you
can. Pull upward firmly, removing the tick in one smooth
motion. Otherwise, part of the tick’s body may break off and
become lodged in your pet’s skin. If you’re using a tick removal
tool, slip the “forked” part under the tick, close to the skin.
Then, turn the tool in a clockwise direction several times so
that the tick will let go. Don’t use the tool to pull the tick out,
as part of the tick might break off. If you aren’t sure that you
can remove a tick yourself, take your dog to your vet’s office.
They can remove it and also show you how to do it yourself.

Disposing of
an attached tick

Please join us in welcoming the following new volunteers who
recently joined MAESSR.

After you’re removed the tick,
place it in a glass jar, plastic
bag, or another container that
can be closed tightly. Then,
add a teaspoon of rubbing
alcohol, which will kill the
tick. It’s wise to save the dead
tick for a few weeks, because
if your dog seems sick, it
may help your vet determine
whether a tick-borne illness is
involved.

Jane Abbey • Winchester, Va. | Barbara Betancourt • Rockville,
Md. | John and Linda Cannon • Bethesda, Md. | David R. Edwards • Mechanicsville, Va. | Ronald Hodiak • Southern Pines,
N.C. | Cheryl Kapocsi • Winchester, Va. | Carol Keeler • Garnet
Valley, Pa. | Caitlin McGrellis • Alexandria, Va. | John Parker •
Middletown, Md. | Gail Penman • Schwenksville, Pa. | Deborah
Wentworth • Phoenixville, Pa.

J

Save the Date

Treating a tick bite

oin us for MAESSR’s 6th
Annual Golf Tournament,
which will be held on
Saturday, September 29, 2018,
at the beautiful Kiskiack Golf
Course, near Williamsburg,
Virginia. This is a Captain’s
Choice tournament and will
commence with registration
at 8am and a shotgun start
at 9am. The entry fee, which
is $300 per team and $75 for
individuals, includes green
fees, cart, practice balls, and a
delicious lunch. There will be
raffles, free range balls, and
other prizes. Single golfers are
welcome. MAESSR alumni will be on hand at this tournament,
which has netted almost $36,000 for MAESSR over the past five
years. Please consider supporting MAESSR’s Annual Golf Tournament by participating as a golfer or volunteer, donating a raffle
prize or gift item, by becoming a hole sponsor, or simply making a donation!
Online registration is available at www.MAESSR.org. Registration
information, checks, and donations may be sent to MAESSR c/o
104 S Cove Court, Williamsburg, VA 23188.

Using antiseptic, cleanse the
dog’s skin around the bite or
apply a dab of antibiotic ointment. Clean the tweezers or tick removal tool with alcohol and
wash your hands well. Over the next few weeks, check your pet’s
bite area and contact your vet if it looks irritated or infected.
If your dog seems to tire more easily, has trouble walking, or
doesn’t eat or drink as usual, make an appointment with your
vet and take the tick with you.
Source: https://pets.webmd.com/dogs/find-remove-ticks

A dog is one of the remaining reasons
why some people can be persuaded to go
for a walk.
O.A. Battista

You think dogs will not be in heaven? I
tell you, they will be there long before
any of us.
Robert Louis Stevenson

www.maessr.org
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Fostering from the Inside

Dan Keppler, Liz Watson, and Ruth Zimmerman

A

VICKI PHILLIPS

t the heart of MAESSR’s
rescue program is our
foster family network.
Thanks to their willingness
to open hearts and homes to
Springers in need, MAESSR
is able to rescue, rehabilitate, and rehome hundreds
of Springers each year. Just
as there are always approved
families waiting to adopt
rescued Springers, there are
always desperate Springers
awaiting foster homes. Three
of our foster homes share their
experiences with fostering.
Springer Tails • How long
have you fostered?
Dan Keepler • I began fostering with a local Golden Retriever rescue around 18 years
ago, but I’ve been fostering
and foster failing for MAESSR
around 10 years.
Ruth Zimmerman • I’m one
of MAESSR’s newer foster homes. At first, I fostered with a
Schnauzer rescue group. My first MAESSR foster was Hunter 15,
who came to live with me in December 2017.
Liz Watson • I’ve been opening my home to MAESSR fosters
since June 2004.
Springer Tails • Why did you have an interest in becoming a
foster home?
Dan • I became involved when a friend took in her dad’s
Springer and I grew to love the breed.
Ruth • My winter residence does not allow dogs. By fostering
when I can, I am able to offset my dogless months and—most
importantly—it also helps MAESSR!
Liz • My first dog as an adult was a Springer named Normy. He
taught me much about canine companionship, commitment, and
the joy of sharing outdoor adventures with a sporting dog. After
Normy passed, I learned about MAESSR and its foster program.
Although I already had dogs in my home, fostering seemed like
a way I could bring a Springer into my life again. I also liked the
idea that I could help dogs in need, with support of a network
of collaborators who could guide me through any challenging
medical or behavioral issues. Although I was glad that I didn’t
have to match a foster dog with its adoptive family, I welcomed
the opportunity to introduce the dog to its adopters and share
information with them. The fostering/adoption puts the wellbeing of the dog first.

Springer Tails Share one or two things you have learned
while fostering,
Dan • I’ve learned never to fully trust the write-up that accompanies the dog, as often it takes a long time for true behaviors
to show up. I recommend that a foster family consider how the
foster dog will interact with their own dogs.

www.maessr.org
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Fostering from the Inside
continued from page 4
Ruth • If you don’t have a fenced yard, your foster dog must be
walked and exercised frequently, rain or shine!
Liz • I’ll pass along advice I’ve received from another volunteer.
When a foster dog arrives with no background information, observe it carefully and try to figure out what’s going on with it. I
also recommend resolving medical issues as soon as possible, for
often health is at the root of behavior issues.
Springer Tails • What are some of the challenges you’ve
faced while fostering?
Dan • I recommend making sure all the dogs in the household,
residents and visitors, are treated equally. You should take precautions at feeding time and when giving treats. It’s hard to determine how a foster dog will react with children or cats if none
are in your home. It’s important to forge a relationship with a vet
who’s experienced and accessible, but also reasonably priced.
Ruth • Time management can be difficult, especially if a foster
dog has extreme separation anxiety issues and needs to be with
you constantly.
Liz • It’s really fun when a foster dog brings out the playfulness
in the resident dogs and it’s heartwarming to see a resident and
foster share a bed.
An additional perk! Foster families have “first dibs”
on adopting a dog they’ve fostered.
Springer Tails • How do you say goodbye to a dog you have
cared for?
Dan and Liz • It’s important to remember that the foster dog
is going to a good, loving home. With each adoption, we know
that we’ll be able to make room for another Springer that needs
fostering.
Ruth • Providing a home for
a dog in need, though temporary, is well worth shedding a
few tears.
Springer Tails • What advice
would you give someone
thinking about becoming a
foster home for MAESSR?
Ruth • I recommended that
potential fosterers be ready
to make a total commitment.
Be ready to share your life
completely, recognizing that
there will be spills and other
mishaps but also great moments of love.
Liz • I suggest attending a
Springerfest to meet MAESSR
volunteers, adopting families,
and dogs! If possible, visit a
foster family near you to see
what fostering is like.

I

MAESSR 2019 Calendar

t is that time of year to submit
the best photos of your
MAESSR adopted dog! Make
your MAESSR dog a star! All
photos need to be submitted by
June 30.
We are also continuing the Memorial Page, so if your MAESSR dog
passed away in 2017 or 2018,
consider submitting a photo.
(Please include a note that it is a dog
for the memorial page.)
Guidelines:
1. Deadline for submissions is June 30, 2018. Email the photo
to calendarpictures@maessr.org.
Each family can submit up to four photos per adopted
MAESSR dog. No humans in the photos; pets only.
2. THE FUN STUFF—There is no limit on the subjects: Springers
with toys, getting into trouble, travel, multiple dogs, sitting
pretty, action shots, funny shots, and seasonal shots—anything goes! Multiple dogs—at least one dog in the photo
needs to be a MAESSR dog. Make it fun! Fill your viewfinder
with your dog. Background is nice, but show your dog!
Watch your photo background for busy-ness.
Try to capture your dog’s personality. Keep your camera
close—you never know what your Springer is going to do!
3. THE TECHNICAL STUFF—Be very careful with cell phone photos. Jpgs are preferred. If sending a jpg, please try to have
the image originate from an 8-mega pixel or higher digital
camera. If the resolution is not high enough, we may not be
able to use the image in the calendar. Preferred photo size
is 4”x 6” or 3.5” x 5”. Both landscape and portrait (vertical)
images are acceptable.
4. If you have changed the dog’s name, please provide the preadoption name. Also include the year adopted.
5. MEMORIAL PAGE—If your MAESSR dog passed since the last
calendar was released, please send us their photo and be sure
to identify the photo for the Memorial Page.
6. Please note that photos may be used in future MAESSR publications or merchandise.
Questions? Contact Vicki at Springerlane@gmail.com. Please
help make the 2019 calendar our best to date!
Did you know that the calendar committee now accepts pictures
of your MAESSR dog year-round? Just email your best shots to
calendarpictures@maessr.org. We accept calendar pictures all
year. So now you can submit a photo whenever you have a good
one!

To err is human, to forgive, canine.
www.maessr.org
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“Your Dog Needs Bifocals”

Geriatric Changes in the Eyes of Dogs and Cats
NANCY M. BROMBERG, VMD, MS, DACVO

S

everal “normal” aging
changes occur in the
eyes of dogs and cats.
Occasionally, these changes
need to be differentiated from
possible pathologic problems
which may present in a similar
manner.

Lenticular Sclerosis
The most common change
LENTICULAR SCLEROSIS AND IRIS ATROPHY
ASTEROID HYALOSIS
noted in the aging animal is
lenticular sclerosis, or hardening of the lens. Layers of protein are added to the lens through- be symmetric in both eyes, anisocoria (different sized pupils) is
common. The naturally occurring pupil sphincter atrophy needs
out life, much like the growth of an onion’s layers. However,
to be differentiated from pathological abnormalities such as
unlike an onion, the lens cannot continue to grow past a
glaucoma, Horner’s syndrome, uveitis, other cranial nerve abnorcertain size, as the eye cannot accommodate it. Therefore, as
malities, and other causes of anisocoria.
the new layers of cortical protein are added, the older, inner
layers are compacted together, and become harder. Eventually,
a point is reached where near vision becomes a bit out of focus.
The lack of good depth perception frequently leads to hesitancy The vitreous is the gel-like substance which fills the cavity
with stairways, decreased ability to catch toys, or an occasional between the lens and the retina, a large percentage of the
nip on the finger offering a treat. With dogs in their teens,
eyeball’s contents. The vitreous is high in calcium, which freowners may notice a “flinching” response when the animal is
quently precipitates with aging, forming small white particles
approached.
suspended within the vitreous body. The appearance may be likened to a “snow globe,” a small toy that “snows” when shaken.
Lenticular sclerosis rarely causes any major vision changes. It’s
Previous posterior uveitis, or other inflammations can also cause
sometimes referred to as “senile cataracts,” but with true catavitreous changes similar in appearance to asteroid hyalosis, but
racts, opacities exist within the lens and obscure vision. With
called syneresis. In syneresis, the precipitates tend to be larger
sclerosis, light passes through the lens, but may be refracted
in size, almost like “floaters” in the vitreous. Asteroid hyalosis
differently. After dilation with a short acting mydriatic such
usually doesn’t cause any major visual impairment other than
as Tropicamide, transillumination of the sclerotic lens may
some cloudiness to the vision.
show the lens to appear like two concentric circles, the inner,

Asteroid Hyalosis

older nucleus being denser than the outer, younger cortical
fibers. Frequently the older dog with sclerosis may also develop
concomitant cataracts. Thorough ophthalmoscopic examination
of the fundus is essential when cataracts begin to appear. This
willdetermine whether the animal will be a candidate for cataract surgery if and when the cataracts progress.

Iris Atrophy
Thinning and atrophy of the iris sphincter muscle and/or (less
frequent) the stroma of the iris is another frequent aging
change and is seen more commonly in Yorkshire Terriers and
Toy Poodles. This atrophy may give the iris a lacy appearance,
almost as if the dog has more than one pupil. The absence of
a normal pupillary light response causes an inability for the
eye to control how much light is entering it and may cause
the animal to squint in bright light. In some instances, avoiding exposure to bright sunlight might be indicated. Atrophy of
the pupil sphincter muscles causes a decreased pupillary light
response, and dilation of the pupil. Since the atrophy may not

Endothelial Degeneration of the Cornea
The cornea is comprised of three major layers—the outer epithelium; the inner-most endothelium; and the middle and largest part, the stroma, made up of layers of collagen. The collagen
layers allow light to pass through them unimpinged. A failure of
the epithelium or endothelium to keep fluid out of the collagen
layers causes them to swell and cornea to become edematous or
cloudy with a blue-grey appearance. Under normal circumstances, the endothelial cells biochemically “pump” the fluid back
into the anterior chamber, keeping the collagen fibers dehydrated. As endothelial cells degenerate with age, the efficiency
with which the remaining cells function decreases. This allows
fluid to enter the collagen and as the collagen fibers swell, the
corneal becomes edematous.
With the forward motion of the fluid, it may accumulate between the stroma and the epithelium, forming small bullae of
“water blisters.” If they rupture, small recurrent corneal ulcer-

www.maessr.org
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Thank you for donating!

“I expect to pass through this world but once; any good thing therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can show
to any fellow creature, let me do it now; let me not defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.” — Etienne de Grellet
MAESSR would like to acknowledge the generous support of our donors. We are deeply grateful for the generosity of our MAESSR
family. Your donations are essential to ensuring the continuation of our mission to rescue and re-home English Springer Spaniels.

Monthly Subscription
Donations
Rolf Rykken
Ilonka Dazevedo
William and Melissa Campbell
Nancy Barrett
Roberta Pierce

General Donations
JANUARY
Beth Anderson
Barbara Breeden
Brian and AnnMarie White
Mardi and Bill Isler
David and Constance Gahman
Ronald and Bette Stanwood
David Kristol
Valarie and Steve Sikes-Nova
Lori and Brad Horn
Laura Biscotte and Stephen
Boscotte
Lynn Nolan

Leslie Hyde and Alexander
Katsnelson
Deborah and Stanley Tinsley
Rick Tarbert Jr. and Charlotte
Temple

FEBRUARY
Margaret Hetrick and John
Williams Jr.
Debra and Peter Huebner
Kathleen and Daniel Kelly
Steven and Emily Bricker
Debi Moir and Bob Ross
Lindsey Bolger
Chris Merrick
Randolph Boyer
Vladimir Kozlov and Mirian
Deutsch
Leigh Collings Lambert
Jeffrey and Teresa Ketron

Andrea Sardone
Drs. Cynthia and David Bettinger
William and Martha Trousdale
Diane Favata
Enid and Ronald Prettiman
Heather and David McAuliffe
Paula and Paul MacDonald
Richard Corkery
Rachel Noll
Blake Ilgenfritz and Visal Duong
Judy and Ken Minnick
Marjorie Hopper
Anette and Rich Morrison
Emma Spath and Kyle McElroy
Kevin and Cynthia Jensen
John Orendorff
Marcia Nass

Donations in Memory of
Pat and John Alberta—my dogs
at the bridge
Agnes Sterrett—Tara Chewning

MARCH
Susan and Russell Narkie
Arthur and Denise Gerber

Wendy Sirotkin—Linda
Timberlake
Emily Atzert—Benson (Class of
2001)
Jana Hollingshead—Brandy
Jean Klunk—Reggie V (Class of
2007)
William Redpath—Sadie
Jan Barnett—Fred
Patty and Frank Lopresti—Lily
Pat Evans—Tucker
Diane and David Kilborn—Cooper
7

Donations in Honor of
Tom Addams—Kappy I, Kappy II,
and Corky
Liliane Schuster—Gloria
Steinmeyer
Janice Specht—Happy birthday
John Devaney—60th birthday
Andrea & Larry Austin—Jed and&
Molly

Your Dog Needs Bifocals
continued from page 6
ations may occur. The resulting ulcerations have a tendency to
become slow to heal due to the edema and decreased healing
due to age. This condition is known as Bullous Keratopathy.
While there is no cure for this condition, it may be controlled
with hyperosmotic 5 percent sodium chloride ointment, which
is readily available. This may prevent the chronic reoccurrence
of the ulcerations, and occasionally facilitates partial clearing
of the cornea. There are several surgical interventions that have
shown success in corneal clearing, a prevention of ulcerations.
The presence of corneal edema does have an effect on the
animal’s vision. Because the cornea is no longer clear, it is somewhat like looking through frosted glass, causing a distortion of
vision. It is common to see corneal edema due to endothelial
degeneration in the older animal. Inherited forms of this endothelial change can be seen in the Boston Terrier and Airedale.
Corneal edema associated with endothelial degeneration must be
differentiated from corneal edema due to glaucoma or uveitis.

no change in vision is reported by the owner. The predominant
differential for this slight retinal thinning is Progressive Retinal
Atrophy, which in many breeds (i.e., Poodles) can be late in
onset. Reexaminations over several months or an Electroretinogram can differentiate whether or not the process is pathologic,
especially if the animal in question is still being used for breeding purposes.
As veterinary medicine becomes more advanced and sophisticated, our patients are living longer and age-related problems
are becoming more common. It is therefore important for us to
recognize the “normal” aging changes that may occur.

My cats inspire me daily. They inspire
me to get a dog!
Greg Curtis

Retinal Changes
Occasionally in the aging dog or cat, some peripheral thinning of the retina may occur. As the photoreceptor cells of the
retina are predominantly rods, this thinning of the retina may
be associated with a decrease in night vision. Usually, however,

I wish I enjoyed ANYTHING as much as
my dog enjoys EVERYTHING.

www.maessr.org

Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue
3205 Davis Mills Road
Burkeville, VA 23063
info@maessr.org
(301)362-0423

MAESSR President – president@maessr.org
Vice President – vicepresident@maessr.org
Adoptions Coordinator – adoptioncoordinator@maessr.org
Senior Dogs Coordinator – seniors@maessr.org
Fundraising Coordinator – fundraising@maessr.org
Newsletter Editor – newsletter@maessr.org
Dog Intake/Foster Home Coordinator – foster@maessr.org
Transport Coordinator – transport@maessr.org
Volunteer Coordinator – volunteers@maessr.org
Shelter Dog Coordinator – shelterdog@maessr.org
Owner Relinquishment Coordinator – relinquish@maessr.org

20 Years and Counting
www.maessr.org

